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Beatrice
The First Ascent of the South-East Face

We were a team of three women: Kath Pyke, Glenda Huxter and
myself. The choice of people was simple - women inspired by the

mountain, women prepared to attempt a new route at altitude and women
with some concept of big wall climbing. Believe me, there are not many of
them. So I was delighted when both Glenda and Kath agreed to join me.
Despite all our plans and promises, the first opportunity we had to climb
together was actually on Beatrice itself. The first time that we even coincided
in the same room was only 24 hours before we left. These facts did not
affect our ability to work together. We each contributed something different,
making, I believe, a strong and supportive team

As women in a Muslim country, we were anxious about how we should
behave and also about how we would be treated. Our anxiety increased
with the stories recounted by friends and fellow climbers who had already
visited Pakistan. Fortunately our anxiety was unfounded. We were very
well treated and well looked after and experienced no bureaucratic night
mares. We all felt that it was important to respect the Pakistani culture, so
we wore the traditional 'shalwar-chemise' while in the towns and cities
and kept arms, legs and head covered when in company. As a result, we
were rarely harassed, although we were occasionally the subject of curiosity.

In less than a week we had arrived in Islamabad, collected freight, permits
and food, travelled the Karakoram Highway to Skardu and continued by
jeep up the Hushe Valley, from where we began our walk-in.

During the three days' walk from Kunde at just under 3000m through
Hushe and then on up to Base Camp at 41 OOm we were carrying the heaviest
loads possible, partly to save on porters but also to demonstrate that we
were able to put some effort in ourselves. We tended to walk very fast and
Glenda began to suffer from the effects of altitude. As a team we felt that it
was important to support any member who was not well and not expect
them to carry such big loads as the rest of us, nor force them on regardless.
I believe that the women's team felt more at ease with this policy than the
men's team (who were going to pursue a different line on the mountain)
and more able to appreciate the frustration of the person who is ill.

Arriving at Base Camp was a stunning experience. The glacier through
which we had been weaving gave way to a flat almost grassy meadow with
streams running through it. At the far end the porters waited to greet us
with singing and dancing. !brim, our cook and guide, had already laid out
tea and goodies for our arrival. Rocky peaks surrounded us and we were
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thrilled that our chosen mountain, Beatrice, looked dominating and
beautiful.

After establishing Base Camp it was decided to keep two porters to help
transport equipment up to Advanced Base, without a rest day. We decided
on an early start to avoid the heat of the day. Fortunately no matter how
early we left, Ibrim was always ready with porridge and chapattis. We all
carried loads up by different routes to try and identify the best way through
the horrible scree and big rolling boulders.

Two or three hours later we were all lying in various states of exhaustion
on a moraine rib at the side of the glacier - our site for Advanced Base.
Glenda was now feeling distinctly poorly and so descended back to base
with Twid and Grant who were also suffering from the heat and altitude.
Kath, Steve and I continued up onto the glacier to try to fmd a route through
and to get a better look at the face. We were eager to identify some possible
lines. Three hours later we had not reached the base of the wall. We were
between huge crevasses, relatively secure but not willing to go further with
our minimal kit. We sat on a hump-backed lump of glacier, necks straining,
eyes upwards. The face looked haFd, very hard. There were lines to the
left that looked promising but what mainly caught our attention was a
stunning overhanging crack that cut the main face. There was a potential
stopper, as overlapping roofs guarded the bottom of the whole of the main
face walls. We turned tail and in about a third of the time descended to
base to report back.

What to report? I imagine, in our hearts, we had all hoped that, after a
little jaunt across the glacier, we would be able to identify a line of weakness
running from bottom to top. But there is always a good reason why
something so stunning as this wall remains untouched. What if we had to
join the lads to break through the bottom roofs? Glenda may have been
feeling unwell but she was utterly depressed by the thought. 'It's very
important that we should do it on our own,' she said. We looked at the
cracks on the left, discussing tactics and climbing rotas. All were irrelevant
in the end. If you were fit enough, you climbed. Our plan was that Kath
and I would have a leisurely day walking to Advanced Base. This would
allow us to make a start on a line. Glenda was now dealing with a resting
heart rate of 110 and feeling exhausted by any exertion. She would remain
at base, carrying loads if she improved. On the lads' side, both Twid and
Grant appeared to be suffering from altitude. So Steve joined Kath and me
at Advanced Base.

We rose early hoping to make a start climbing. Through the boulders
Twid appeared, not wanting to let Steve down. Four on the rope was a
definite improvement through the crevasses. Soon we reached our hump
backed lump of ice and studied the wall again. Suddenly there was no need
for further uncertainties as the mountain released a torrent of icy rock and
water down our once hopeful corner. The roofs were the only answer.
There was only one way through.
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The glacier seemed to extend and grow, the wall never seeming to arrive.
Finally we kicked our way up a steep tongue of snow to reach the base. We
teetered below the wall, hacking ledges to stand on. The plan was to break
through the roofs and weave a way up onto an apparent ledge from which
two possible lines continued. Our action plan was simple: lead for I 'h
hours, then lower off for the next person.

Twid began free climbing, then aiding, breaking through the first roof. It
was my turn next to tackle the second and biggest roof. I tried to sound
totally at ease, eager to get on with it. In fact I was terrified. What if I was
incapable of 'doing my bit'? Quickly I reached the roof; it was seamed
with blind cracks. I placed a downward-pointing knifeblade to move up
on; it groaned. The hopeful-looking crack up left yielded nothing but a
small RP. Trying to convince myself that my heart's pounding was due to
the altitude, I gently moved up. It all held and I was up over the roof, my
time up, my turn over. Next, Steve made his way up into a hopeful crack
system on the left. Unfortunately the rock was loose and he had to keep
climbing just to find a good belay. Our first day's climbing was over and
four weary souls made a quick descent to boil-in-the-bag meals and cosy
sleeping-bags.

The next day Grant appeared and replaced a now suffering Twid. We
made another early start back to the wall. This time it was Kath and Grant's
turn to push the way. Grant's lead took him back in line with our start,
making it possible to fix IDDm of rope to the snow. Altitude was making us
all slow, so I jumared to help them just in time to follow Kath on an excellent
pitch that took us to our ledge and future bivvy site. Despite our early
starts, by the end of the day we were always fighting the fading light. Kath
and I organised the stance as best we could with ropes and gear. We surveyed
the ledge, which was generally more of a slab with some very precarious
boulders perched around apparently defying gravity. Memorising what we
could, we slid down the ropes and back to the tents.

Twid was waiting with tea and supper, keen to hear how we had pro
gressed. We were happy to have reached the ledge. The line the lads were
contemplating looked inspiring. It appeared to be a continuous overhang
ing crack. From the ledge, Kath and I had been able to identify a corner
system which looked feasible as far as we could see. It was difficult to
surmise what would happen higher up. However, we decided it was our
best option.

A rest day was now definitely needed. We felt a little more relaxed, as a
start had been made and our next move would be to get established on the
wall. As we sat supping tea and making plans in the dark, a head torch
glimmered through the scree; it was Glenda. We were really pleased to see
her as we had been concerned that she might have got worse or be miserable
on her own at Base Camp. She had not been miserable, as Ibrim and Zakir
had been delighted to have someone to look after. Unfortunately she did
not seem a lot better, though, and had developed a horrendous cough.
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In the morning Grant, Kath and Steve descended to base for a rest. Twid
and I slept late before heading up the glacier carrying loads. Glenda
accompanied me to see how she would feel. She did not feel well and
everything was a tremendous effort. Being ill on a trip must be the most
soul-destroying experience. You have to cope not only with feeling lousy
but also with the even worse feeling that you can't contribute, that you are
left behind on your own, wondering what you can do and contemplating
how much it has cost you to feel ill in a far-off land.

Back at Advanced Base we lazed in the sun, which soon disappeared
behind steadily thickening clouds. We knew the signs - a front was
approaching. Quickly we bundled kit into tents, grabbed everyone's
sleeping-bags and stumbled our way down to Base Camp. Ibrim was
delighted - lots of people to look after and cook for. He celebrated with'
chips. The rain began as we huddled into the kitchen-dining area that had
been built for us out of tarpaulins, boulders and climbing tape. Over tea I
nursed a minor cut shin that I had sustained when a boulder had rolled
while I had been standing on it. K"ath then revealed a badly-swollen and
bruised ankle where her foot had become pinned between two boulders on
the descent. She was probably lucky not to have broken it.

Next day the mountains began to crash and boom, as avalanches tumbled
down. We felt very safe in our camp but still it snowed and snowed. We
read, played cards, watched endless chess challenges and felt the weariness
of inactivity. When two of us returned to Advanced Base a day or two later,
the Ferrino tent had completely vanished under several feet of snow. Beside
it the Super Nova remained standing, if slightly squashed. If it too had
collapsed, we might have had great difficulty finding our kit.

Finally, after eight days of rain and snow, the clouds dispersed, mountains
began to appear plastered in white, and we made our plans to return to the
wall. Although the poor weather had been frustrating it had made us take
our time. Glenda had taken antibiotics in case she had an infection, and
for the first time she began to feel well. The enforced rest had given her
time to recover and Kath's ankle time to heal. Now all six of us headed up
to Advanced Base Camp ready to go onto the wall. Ibrim and Zakir sent
us off after a fantastic pizza. We were on our way.

After digging out the tents we went to sleep full of hope and woke to yet
more snow. Emotions were mixed and tempers fraught - ought we to wait
or push? Was it worth breaking trail? Fortunately we packed sacks and for
six hours waded through the snow, burrowing out a trail. The once
innocuous glacier appeared an unfriendly and intimidating beast, with its
dangers so well hidden. We were grateful for the security of numbers on
the rope. Exhausted by our efforts we reached the dump zone and retreated.
It took us a full day to recover.

Finally we woke to a different morning, cold and clear. We made quick
progress up our trail to the base of the wall, but despite this the final trail
breaking in the heat of the day, through untouched snow, while ferrying
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loads, took till late afternoon. With little daylight left, we began to jumar
and haul bags up to our ledge. Darkness crept onto us as we reached our
high point. It was no longer a ledge but a snow slope and all our equipment
and ropes were buried. Eventually, late in the night, we drank hot brews in
sleeping-bags on our temporary ledges. It had been worth the effort.

Sun and falling ice woke us. The day was spent establishing a really good
camp. We hacked out ledges, constructed mighty anchors, hung the
portaledge, and made a funnel to collect water as the snow melted. Finally
there was nothing left to do but to begin climbing. Glenda led off, making
tentative moves over loose rock into a corner. Once established, she settled
down to a long pitch of good climbing at about 5b. Kath followed and then
continued on above. While they pushed out nearly lOOm I came close to a
heart attack trying to fit our Karrimor storm flyover the portaledge. Relieved
when eventually the ledge was squeezed in, I was dismayed to discover
that the zips were on the outside only! The girls returned happy and excited
to have made progress, with promises that my pitch looked great.

We would wake early in order to jumar in the cool before the early sun
hit our route. The bad weather seemed to mark a change of season - although
it was still warm in the sun, at all other times it was freezing. The lower
section of the route ran beneath a huge chimney couloir. In the cool it was
safe but as the sun hit its ice-filled cracks, we would be showered with ice
and small rocks. Glenda and I reached the top of the ropes with the sun.
The warmth was lovely, the climbing steady, but as time progressed, the
urgency of falling ice changed the mood of the climbing. Nearing the end
of the rope a solid, huge spike appeared perfectly situated out to the side
under a sheltering wall. Glenda joined me, then launched back into the
firing-line before escaping out left. She called down that it looked not too
bad, but then went quiet. Desperate moves faced her, with minimal
protection. Glenda had recovered! The pitch took her onto what we hoped
would be more ledges and possible bivvy sites. The ledges were non-existent
and we found nothing but piles of teetering, huge loose blocks. Carefully
we climbed up towards the steep corner above. By midday we had lost the
sun and although this made the lower corner much safer, it was freezing.
We fixed our ropes as carefully as possible and abseiled to bed and waiting
tea. The steep corner looked possible if aided, and this was what I had to
psyche myself up for next day. I was excited, nervous and totally committed.
For several days we worked on the corner. I was slow but we made progress.
The crack became awkward, not yielding easily to gear. Pegs would rip,
nuts gave way to pee nuts and RPs. These would then not fit into the crack
but needed mashing. While I whittled away, reminding myself to breath
gently and stand lightly on my etriers, Kath or Glenda would patiently
encourage, even after hours hanging in a harness in horrendous cold.

Each day we would return to the ledge and the third person would be
ready with hot tea and meals. There was a marked difference between the
two teams living on the wall. Other than brief greetings the lads rarely
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talked to us. We could have been from another planet speaking a strange
language! They were never unfriendly but they would climb, eat and sleep.
Because we girls were smaller, we could all snuggle into the double
portaledge for meals and gossip, making life on the wall a very sociable
experience. The other factor was that we felt weary but healthy, whereas
Twid was still being sick and Grant, too, was feeling unwell.

Every day we were hopeful that we would see a breakthrough, an easing
and a way to the top. After a slow start, with some hard aiding, the lads
had suddenly made progress. Breaking through the difficulties, their crack
had finally kicked back into steady free climbing. They were ready to go
for the summit. Grant and Twid were still suffering, so they decided to
return to base for a rest before the final push. As snow began to fall we
decided to go down as well. By descending, we hoped to get a look at the
face, but cloud moved in quickly. It was Friday night and in a week we
would have to have moved all our kit back to Advanced Base. I felt pleased
with what we had achieved but very unsure of the outcome. Would we
have enough time to finish the route?

We three rested on Saturday but made an early start on Sunday. Again,
as we crossed the glacier, the clouds obliterated our view of the face. The
snow began as I jumared the first rope. I waited for Kath as we tried to
haul up some extra equipment. It was snowing above me and water began
to pour down the ropes and freeze. Kath struggled as her jumars began to
slip on the ice-covered ropes. Through the mist I could see the lads arriving.
'GO HOME! GO DOWN!' I screamed. Of course they took one look
and had no intention of coming up. Fortunately Glenda, who was at the
base of the wall, was able to retreat with the lads. Kath and I decided to get
up to the shelter of the ledges as quickly as we could.

The next hour was like a dream. It was freezing, raining and snowing,
·and we were aware of the dangers of getting really cold and wet. I rushed
to ascend the final rope, pushing the jumar aggressively to cut through any
ice, but ice was not the problem and my action turned slush into ice as the
jumar clattered down the rope into my chest. I took a big breath and calmly
placed prussiks around the ropes.

On Monday we woke to a calm silence after a fitful night. The sun warmed
the ouside of the ledge and the orange of the canopy gave the impression of
a fme day. We disturbed the peace, beating the snow off the shelter and
fighting with the outside zips. On the other side, the lads' camp was a
torrent of water on their back wall, with icicles decorating the base of their
ledges. We spent a sunny few hours drying our kit. Below us we could spy
the same process happening at Advanced Base. Just as we began to
contemplate the others' return, the clouds tumbled in again, the sun
vanished and it began to snow.

On Tuesday, early sunshine dragged us from our beds. Being on the wall
gave us a day in hand. Up the ropes we went, tentatively, checking for
damage. The corner still continued, not relenting, not easing. I settled
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down and began aiding. Above me placements appeared to dwindle, but I
kept on trying until eventually something would hold and I would move
up. Occasionally a good Friend placement would remind me how useless
the other pieces had been. Up on the wall we were able to watch a little
trail tracing its way through the glacier. The minute figures gave some
scale to the huge holes among which they were weaving their way. Glenda
was waiting at the ledge. The good news was that we had reached the top
of the corner, the bad news was that the wall did not ease and the crack
lines that we had been heading for still looked hard. There was, however, a
flake line out left.

On Wednesday we were woken by the lads heading off before dawn. I
did not want to move. Earlier than I wanted, I was back on the ropes
heading upwards. Glenda moved left to the flakes, easy climbing drawing
her away from the cracks and the solace of protection, while scary moves
drove her back to find a belay. We made progress. For the first time the
whole face appeared and we were able to watch the lads on a huge expanse
of wall, and then disappearing over the top. We were thrilled for them but
worried by the sounds of retching. The sun had gone, I was freezing, but
Glenda was prepared to do one more pitch. Her hands were numb as the
rock drew the heat away and not even adrenalin could put heat back into
them. She moved left again into another crack. From this belay, flakes
continued above and although we still could not see if they would take us
to the top, we had to hope.

That night Twid, Steve and Grant returned safely to the ledges. They
had been to the top of the wall. Their route sounded brilliant. They were
subdued by fatigue.

Thursday was our last opportunity. We planned to rise at 4am but at
3am I was woken by cold wet flakes of snow landing on my face. We
closed the flaps and went back to an unhappy sleep. Discussions restarted
at 6am. Could we afford to wait? What if the weather continued to snow?
Would we be able to ascend our ropes to retrieve the climbing gear?
Eventually we decided to go up and retrieve it. We would all jumar up in
case the weather improved.

Going up the ropes, it became apparent that this would have to be our
last effort, as we were all too tired to do it again. As Kath and I reached
our previous high point, the snow stopped. Kath led off, aiming for a
triangular niche that promised to become a belay, but it was useless and
she sounded worried. But with the aid of pegs, an anchor was constructed
and we were on our way again. A black fault line was reached which
continued up. The fault was loose but continuous and by 3pm we were
below a final corner and steep cracks that led to the summit. As Glenda
headed up, suddenly she became aware of how exhausted she felt and how
tired her muscles were. Kath and I willed her on. At 5.45pm we were on
the top of the wall, perched on a tiny pinnacle. Chuffed to bits, we
watched the clouds dispersing to reveal mountains layered with mountains.



Hateja, 750m ED+ A3+ The Excellent Adventure
750mAD+A3+
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We wanted to stay. We wanted this moment to last for as long as possible 
but, as ever, darkness made its call.

The top is never the end. We cleaned as much as we could and finally
looked in dismay at the amount of kit that we were going to have to abseil
with and carry in a day to Advanced Base. Kath and I touched down on
the snow and hauled our kit over some cathedral-sized holes to wait for
Glenda. Approaching the roofs, Glenda glanced below to discover that
the rope had shredded. The weight of her and her kit would strip it. But
having seen it in time, she was able to deal with it.

Finally we stood on the snow, too hot and too tired. We each had a huge
sack and haul bag with ledges and ropes spewing out. Our next attempt at
death was to tie ourselves together to cross the wet glacier, each dragging a
beast of a sack. One slip and we would be catapulted into any waiting
hole. Eventually we took a grip of ourselves and resorted to shuttling kit to
the dry glacier where we were able to drag the beasts.

We abandoned all but the essentials above Advanced Base and headed in
the dusk to Base Camp. I had felt little emotion until, looking down the
final scree, I saw !brim and Zakir, followed by the lads, heading up to meet
us. I felt silly, as tears welled up at the sight of them. I sniffed them back
and was saved as !brim produced the teapot and three mugs. Hugs and tea
all round. We were definitely down.

Summary: The Joint North Wales Expedition achieved two new routes on
Beatrice, 5800m, in the Charakusa Basin, Pakistan. During 12 days in
August/September 1997 Louise Thomas, Glenda Huxter and Kath Pyke
climbed Hateja ('Strong-willed, determined lady') (750m, ED+ A3+).
Starting from a portaledge camp l50m up the wall, they moved left into a
corner, giving some excellent free climbing between 5b and 6a. After 200m
the corner led to an area of loose blocks above which another corner began.
This overhung and provided several days of aid climbing. When the corner
started to blank out they launched left, moving from corner to cracks as
each turned blank. On their last possible day to complete the route, the trio
awoke to heavy snow. Despite this the rock remained dry. As yet another
corner blanked out, they moved into a black fault-line and by 5.45pm all
three were sitting on the top of the wall.

Meanwhile Steve Meyers, Mike 'Twid' Turner and Grant Farquhar
climbed a stunning crack that began from the same ledge l50m up the wall
and continued to the top. The ExcellentAdventure (750m, ED+ A3+) involved
300m of aid climbing before kicking back to give gradually easing free
climbing. Seven days were spent fixing ropes from a portaledge camp on
the wall before the final push to the summit.
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